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· Contradictions Wl)ere Ther.e.·.~re None 
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ANA~T PHADKE'~ article "Organising' Doctors: To~vards · is vanity pure and simple; Many activists feel that fhey have 
. What End?" is full of anibiguitki~s andsweeping generalisa- discovered the Keys of t_he Kingdom, the root cause of India's · ,.....~ 
tions. At the very outset Phad e says that doctors belong poor health status, and that this is th,e lack of a "community 
to a sociallayer called "the new middle class-a peculiar pro- approach" by doctors, The· fact is that every doctor is well 
duct of developed capitalist society" .. One can question the . aware ofth~ social aspectsefdisease though he may not have 
-understanding that. Indian society is a developed capitalist a dear analysis of the Indian social structure, or what to do- 
society; he has given no indication as to how he arrived at about it: But is the solution to this problem the "comm unit~ _.._ 

· this concept. To mechanically. transfer concepts developed orieatation" of doctors? The government certainly thinks so 
for Western societies is neither scientific ~or helpful. and the· doctors' "lack of communityorientation" is fa~.irite 
'Phadke has gone onto enumerate four contradictions that excuse for poor health services! But neither the government 

doctors in 'government services face due to what he sees as nor Phadke hascared to explain how doctors are to put 'into 
their 'contradictory class Iocation' betwen the capitalist class practice this fabled "community orientation" in the existing 
~nd the. working class: The first of these is that they are wage scheme of organisation of. society and health care. . 
earners as-well as officers. He feels fhat since they are officers . · Phadke's fourth contradiction escapes. me entirely. I don't . 
&}le}; wil:I stand apart from their subordinates. in wage strug- understand how the fact that "medicine transcends narrow 
gles. It is difficulf to understand how this constitutes a con- barriers and exposes medicos to universal concepts" and the 
tradiction. Is Phadkeimplying that doctors willseek to cr.ush fact that (according to Phadkejthe majority of doctors are 
the wage-demands of the subordinate staff? If so, this is an . from an upper-caste urban .background, constitutes a .. 
unreasonable understanding. Wage demands, of subordinate. contradiction. '· 
staff in no way hurt the doctors, evenif they belong to 'f.hesadpartisthatPhadke'sanalysisleadshimtoafunda 
Phadke's ''new middle class", since fr ·is not they who pay mentally elitist position. He wants to organise only "a small 
the wages, So the mere fact that at this stage .of social evolu- section" -for a comprehensive revolutionary change in the ,.... · ;!_ 
tion in India the 'doctors may not actively support the wage . medical system because he feels that only a small section will ') 
struggles of their subordinatestaff in no way constitutes a respond tohis analysis. History tells us that revolutions are , 
contradiction. . not broughtabout by small sections of society. So when an . 
The second contradiction that Phadke sees is the one bet- analysis leads one to such conclusions.Jt is a clear indica 

tion that one should analyse again and look for and correct 
the errors in understanding, Only such a scientific process 
can clarify the debate: 

- 

ween the need of the government-employed doctor to amass 
wealth and hi~ 'limitations as a wage-earner .expected to follow 
the ethics of a noble profession. Here again Phadke seems 

· to have fallen into a widespread misconception. Just because 
doctors have a relatively secure economic position, one can 
not call it wealth. It is true that the government forces doctors 
to-do private practice by deliberately paying low wages. It 
is also true-that very often this private practice is unscientific 
But this~constitutes a point on which to organise doctors. 
Most doctors would like to do scientific practice. They would 
also like to earna good'living. Ifit can be demonstrated to .. 
tliem that these two things are not fundamentaHy iri 
compatible, but only appeai: .to be so because o-f the existing 
organisation of society, surely they would work to change 
this organisation. We must understand that the present rulei:s 
of India will only provide a level of health care sufficient 
,to keep the people quiet. The quality of health care is not 
determined by t11e doc;tor, it is determined by the government. 
The government is not interested in spending the amount 
iiecessary to provide adequate scientific health care, It ,viU . ~ 
spend only enough to preven~ uncontroHable unrest a:nd no 
more. H will pay the doctors as little_ as· it can thereby forc 
ing them to supplement their income by private practice. The 
fundamental conflict therefore is not between doctors and 
the people but between the doctors and the government. 
Accord1hg tQ 'Phadke the third cbntradiction is :between· 

lhe "tetkhbcratic. scienticism" of doctors (that is, their way 
tit lookltl~ at health and disease as prin:iarily a question of 
lhtei:play ot gtrms and chemicals amenable to drug therapy) 
ntid the real ni~d for•community medicine. I think that this , _, 
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